
Thank you  
We hope you have all had a wonderful break and enjoyed 

time with your friends and family.  
Thank you for all the kind and generous gifts and Christ-
mas wishes at the end of term, we were truly so spoilt—

thank you again.  
In our learning this term…  

Our theme is Winter. We will be learning about the 
changes to our environment in winter, how animals survive 
and how we look after animals. We will be learning about 
Chinese New Year and how this is celebrated.  

In Literacy, we will be exploring a range of texts and we 
will use these as a stimulus for writing;  

 Lists, labels and letters. 

 Simple sentence writing, introducing basic  
punctuation - finger spaces, full stops and capital 
letters. 

In Maths, we will be building on everything we have learnt 
over the last two terms, including: 

 Subitising with higher values. 

 Understanding the composition of higher values 
numbers, partitioning and manipulating them in  
different ways. 

 Comparing numbers using the language of ‘more 
than, ‘fewer than’ and ‘equal to’. 

We will be introducing the children to our school TRUST 
(Tolerance, Respect, Unity, Strength and Truth) values, 
we will be using these throughout our learning.  

We will be starting weekly Music lessons, where the  
children will learning to clap/tap to a beat and follow a 
rhythm. Begin to learn about pitch, changing their voices 
from high to low and explore with a range of instruments.  

Key Dates 

Wednesday 4th January  
Return to school 

Friday 6th January  
PJ Day 

Tuesday 10th January 
Forest School Starts 

Friday 20th January  
2pm Stay & Play   

Reception Parents ONLY  
W/C Monday 30th January  

Maths Week  

Tuesday 31st January  

Lego Workshop 

Friday 10th February  

End of Term 

 

PE 
We do have PE starting tomorrow 

(Thursday). Please ensure your child 
comes to school wearing named PE kit 

(joggers, t-shirt and trainers).  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forest School  

Forest school starts on Tuesday 10th January.  

All children must come to school on a Tuesday  
wearing:   

 Layers e. g.  vest long sleeve top,  hoodie,  leg-
gings and joggers 

 Waterproofs - either an all-in-one or trousers 
and a waterproof coat.  

 Trainers/shoes - All of the children have  
wellingtons in school and we will change into these 
at school. If you need to check that their  
wellingtons still fit please do so before next  
Tuesday. Your child may want an additional, thick 
pair of socks to wear to the forest.  

 Hats, gloves (waterproof if possible) and scarf. 

In a separate, named bag please provide spare socks (in 
case they get wet while we are at forest school) and  

We will be leaving as close to 9am as possible on a  
Tuesday, to ensure that we have plenty of time at  
forest school. Please could we ask that you arrive at 
school within plenty of time—thank you.  

You do not need to bring book wallets on forest school 
days and we will be back at school for the children to 
have lunch.  

Naming Belongings 

There are an increasing number of unclaimed items in 
our classroom which we are unable to return to the 

rightful owners as they are all unnamed. Please do make 
sure that every item of uniform, including coats, gloves 

and hats are labelled to avoid your child’s belongings  
going missing.  
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